4This is an empirically relevant specification: its essential property for this paper is that seigniorage revenue first increases and then decreases with correctly anticipated inflation. The maximum steady state seigriorage revenue
The correspcnding inflaton rate (7) * lIm -r. purposes of the discussion, we assume the economy is initially low inflation equilibrium.
A fall in the exogenous growth rate1 n, for instance due to a productivity slowdown, shows in the figure as a leftward shift of the 45Q line. This ha; the same qualitative effect as a rise in d. A fall in the growth rate of output implies that the government has to accelerate the printing of money if it desires to continue extracting the same relative real resources from seigniorage.'t (11)
Y0e't (P/Pt; V 12Here again the Israeli case of the introduction of dollar linked liquid bank deposits (Patam) after 1977 may serve as a good example, Another, but probably less relevant, historical case is Hungary after World War II (Bomberger and tlakinen, 1983) .
'3This can be obtained from an ordinary short-run supply function YY(W/P,K) , translated into rates of change, and writing the change in the nominal wage as a function of expected inflation. The supply function can also be e<tended to include raw material inputs. 
Substituting (13) into (4), and using (8): (9) r (1+1-opV1pEE'-n-ir] according (14) indicates desired real balances, given by the demand where (H/PY)* function (11.14 '4Note that this form of adjustment function implicitly assumes that nominal balances adjust one-for-one with the price level and output, but adjust only partially in response to difference; between the desired and actual ratios of real balances to output.
where P is the actual and P the expected price level. Then, differentiating with respect to time, we obtain ply is (,-r) We thus find again that a very high high inflation equilibriun stable--but this hat expectations are rational.'7 i ye steady state and cynami c behavi or of the section are sometimes unusual. The Here 6 l government purchases, T is taxes, and B is the itoc o{ indexed bonds. We assume that the primary (non-interest) deficit is i constant proportion, d, D{ output.
Denoting by b B/V the ratio of bonds to output, and by v = V/V the ratio of wealth to income, the wealth constraint is's
The demand function for real balances is assumed to be: (19) hv.exp(-(4r)) with the demand function for bonds implied by (18) where consumption is assumed to be an increasing function of marketable wealth (VI, a decreasing function of the interest rate (c (r) < 0), and a decreasing function of taes,2'
We assume that government bonds are regarded as net with, and omit the analysis of the Ricardian equivalence case. 1The assumption c(r) <0 is consistent with the results that would be obtained if consumption were explicitly a function of permanent income which, with income exogenous, is a declining function of the real interest rite. Here t and g are ratios of upper case letters to is determined by the requirement of goods market 23While CD unambiguously has the indicated shape when not been able to tie down the shape of CD in Figure . remainder of this section that around equilibria, CD in high, has the shape shown in Figure . 
To see the 
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DeL - The results of this piper reinforce the view that avoidance of unbalanced budgets can play a major role in maintaining macroeconomic stability.
